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Explore the scenic &
exotic natural beauty  of
the backwaters , which
are mesmerizing and
offers you visual treat to
the eyes. The houseboat
in Alleppey slowly floating
over the scenic
backwater takes you to
the world of
wonderments passing
through the scintillating
natural beauty, terrific
churches and emerald
green paddy fields that
offers sight that one can
hardly forget.

Kerala has two rainy seasons,
the first starts in June and the
second in mid-October and
finally ends around mid-
November. Unlike some other
places, the monsoons in
Kerala do not take the form of
incessant rain over days and
weeks. The typical pattern is
that it rains for a few hours
followed by golden interludes
of soft sunshine through the
wet palm fronds.

The streets get washed by
the pool of water, drenching
the dry earth, the tender
leaves getting wet and fresh,
leaving the lush green
scenery. Everything together
makes monsoon, a rich
natural experience
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Monsoon Tour-
Alleppy 2023

NATURAL SPLENDOR

 A rich natural
experience.
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 A wonderful experience,
to move inside the
vembanad lake, you
won't believe that the
vembanad is a lake, it
looks as if a sea. you
can't see the boundary of
the lake,it is one of the
biggest fresh water lake. 

Kerala experiences the
monsoon season in all its
beauty. People from different
parts of the country travel to
Kerala to have a refreshing
experience of monsoon.As
nature gets replenished with
the rains,

You can bask in the occasional
sunlight or enjoy the cool
darkness of the monsoons.
Enjoy the verdant greenery
and vibrant culture that comes
alive during the monsoons.
The temperatures range from
a maximum of 29 to 23
degrees centigrade. Thus, the
monsoon is one of the best
periods for an escape to
Kerala. Vol .02 Newsletter
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Start of Your
Incredible
Journey Today

Refreshing
experience

Verdant
greenery
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 Alleppey or ‘Alappuzha’ is
among the most coveted
tourist destinations in
Kerala. Located on the
banks of the turquoise
Vembanad Lake, this
tourist plays a host most
of the houseboat cruises
in Kerala.Fondly called the
‘Venetian Capital of
Kerala’ 

Whether you are a nature
lover, searching for romantic
destinations, planning for a
family or a solo trip, Alleppey
in Kerala can be your next
destination!

 A houseboat ride is the
breathtaking view of the
untouched and otherwise
inaccessible rural Kerala that it
offers, while you float in a
relaxed way right through it.
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Monsoon
tour 2023 

The ‘Venetian
Capital of
Kerala’

 Truly magical

https://www.christoneholidays.com/kerala



 CHRISTONE HOLIDAYS
provides the best travel
services in India, creating
customized experiences
for our clients. We don’t
just make plans, we help
you build memories that
last a lifetime.

You can bask in the occasional
sunlight or enjoy the cool
darkness of the monsoons.
Enjoy the verdant greenery
and vibrant culture that comes
alive during the monsoons.
The temperatures range from
a maximum of 29 to 23
degrees centigrade. Thus, the
monsoon is one of the best
periods for an escape to
Kerala.

The ‘Venice of the East’, this
picturesque city is known for its
enchanting backwaters, scenic
beauty, azure lagoons, evergreen
coconut groves, intricate network
of canals, and other natural
bounties. 
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The
‘Backwater
Paradise in
God’s Own
Country’! 

Water all around

 Shikara Ride 
.

Alleppy...
Kumarakom &
kuttanadu https://www.christoneholidays.com/kerala
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As nature gets
replenished with the rains,
it is the rejuvenation time
for mankind also.
According to Ayurveda,
the traditional medical
treatment form of Kerala,
monsoon is the
considered as the best
season for the
rejuvenation therapies. 
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Rejuvenation
therapies

Ayurvedic




